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Industry Overview INDUSTRY SUMMARY
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Penetration rate of 24.34%

Six major banks operators

50.565 million bank
accounts

15,053 bank branches 
active in the country

The Pakistan banking industry constitutes a total of 
around 31 banks, of which five are public-sector and  
four are foreign, while there are 22 local private 
banks. The majority of the banking business is 
concentrated in a select few in the industry — six 
banks are the largest competitors in the economy 
and hold a major stake of the banking assets in 
Pakistan.

Despite the overall economic slowdown, the 
calendar year proved to be an exceptional year for 
the banking sector in Pakistan with overall profitability 
increasing by approximately 27.5%. Islamic Banking 
segment performed exceptionally with 90.6% 
increase in profitability.



Client Overview CLIENT SUMMARY
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Network of over 1385
branches across Pakistan

Customer base of over
4 Million

Assets in excess of 
$15 Billion.

United Bank Limited (UBL) is a Pakistani commercial. It 
is one of the largest banks in the private sector, 
operating a network of over 1,385 branches across 
Pakistan and 19 branches overseas. 

With a customer base of over 4 million, it leads the 
banking and financial services sector in Pakistan. 
Customers across the world have 24/7 access to the 
bank via UBL's internet banking facilities. 

The bank has an asset base in excess of $15 billion.



Project Overview PROJECT SUMMARY
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A centrally managed solution for centralized patch 
deployment was required for IT infrastructure, 
especially the large number of end points. Patch 
management is challenge because of the massive 
complexity involved. Works over low-speed 
connections and Organizations are reluctant to patch 
because of the required time and labor, plus the 
potential of disrupting business operations. Managing 
the multitude of patches and issuing them in a timely 
manner can overextend IT staff and budgets. 

By using patented Fix let technology, we ensured the 
solution can identify vulnerable and non-compliant 
systems throughout the organization. Then, it can 
apply remediation measures from a central 
management console. The solution allowed UBL to: 
Analyze vulnerabilities, automatically remediate 
networked endpoints, Establish and enforce 
configuration policies across the organization, 
distribute and update software packages and also 
view, modify, and audit the properties of endpoint.

We used IBM Big Fix for 
Patch Management that 
can provide the solution. 
Supports devices that roam 
outside of the 
organizational network. 
Minimizes the demand on 
IT staff. Operates in near 
real time, deploying 
patches organization-wide 
in hours. Presents the 
endpoint status 
continuously during the 
patching process



Conclusion MESSAGE FROM
THE TEAM
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Our certified experts 
undertook the project 
and displayed excellent 
assistance for all the 
needs of the client.

Shahid Rana,
Sr Manager Enterprise Solutions

IBM’s technology 
brought scalable 
answers to the 
challenges faced by
the client.

Shahzad Aijaz,
Sr. Technical Manager

UBL can keep their networked endpoints correctly 
configured, updated, and patched from the central 
console. They can track the progress of each endpoint 
system as updates or configuration policies are applied, 
enabling a clear view of the endpoint compliance level 
across the organization. In addition, BigFix is able to 
examine managed endpoints by specific attributes, 
group those endpoints into action deployments, deploy 
policies, or

manage endpoint assets. All results are logged for 
auditing while a web-based reporting application can 
chart overall activity.

This platform enables UBL to securely manage their 
wide IT infrastructures faster and more accurately, 
resulting in improved governance, control, visibility, and 
business agility. Plus, it gives UBL the ability to handle 
unforeseen challenges.
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